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Could Collaboration between Emergency Department
Clinicians and Dentists More Effectively Treat Patients
with Acute Dental Pain?
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Abstract
Clinicians in emergency departments and urgent care centers in the United States are often
confronted with patients seeking relief from acute dental pain, usually a “toothache”. These providers
often have limited knowledge of current, evidence-based management of oral pain. Consequently,
patients are treated with immediate acting opioid drugs and antibiotics. We propose collaboration
between emergency or urgent care providers and dentists, facilitated by telemedicine, allowing the
dentist to be on-call, but not at the clinical site. With collaboration between the ED clinicians and
dentists to discuss possible alternate treatment options including NSAIDs and intraoral injections of
bupivacaine, fewer opioid drugs might be prescribed and lower leftover doses available for misuse.
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In the later decades of the 20th century, it was believed that clinicians were not effectively reducing
acute post-procedure pain. In response, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations recommended revised pain-management standards which included a quantitative
assessment using a 10-point Likert-type scale, anchored with zero as “no pain” and ten as the “worst
pain imaginable [1]. This pain assessment was deemed “a fifth vital sign.” At that time, clinicians
responded aggressively to reduce acute pain after surgery and other procedures, resulting in an
increase in prescriptions of then recently available immediate-acting opioid drugs, hydrocodone or
oxycodone, as well as other analgesic medications. These practices led to a large number of left-over
opioid drug doses and their misuse for unintended purposes [1]. Increasing numbers of individuals
became addicted to prescription opioids leading to frequent deaths from overdose. These outcomes
seemed to affect young adults in higher numbers, particularly those who were first-time opioid users
[2].

Current Problem
Emergency Department (ED) and Urgent Care Center (UCC) providers are confronted by
patients with acute pain more often than chronic pain [3]. Many patients access EDs and UCCs
for acute oral pain and the treating clinicians are not equipped to manage these conditions. As
a consequence, opioid analgesics are prescribed often. In a 33-month study of almost a million
Medicaid recipients treated in an ED across 13 U.S. states, opioid drugs were prescribed half the time
for an acute dental condition and even more frequently after hours during the work-week, nights,
and weekends [3]. Current data from North Carolina (NC) can be compared with these findings. In
a convenience sample from a University of North Carolina IRB-approved 2019 Qualtrics® survey of
85 physicians or physicians assistants (PA), 33% prescribed an opioid analgesic for acute dental pain
(rated ≥ 8 of 10) in a case scenario of an otherwise healthy patient. This contrasts with data from
a convenience sample of NC dentists with opioid prescribing privileges confronted with the same
scenario; opioid analgesics were prescribed by endodontists 16% of the time and general dentists
15%.
Based on new guidelines from the American Dental Association, antibiotics also may be over
prescribed for acute dental pain by both ED clinicians and dentists [4]. In the Qualtrics® survey
scenario cited above, NC physicians or Pas recommended antibiotics 78%, NC endodontists 53%,
and NC general dentists 56%. Guidelines recommend that antibiotics only be used for acute dental
pain in otherwise healthy patients if systemic involvement is apparent including symptoms of
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fever and malaise. If definitive treatment of the condition within two
days is not practical or the patient’s condition deteriorates rapidly, a
post-dated prescription for antibiotics may also be an option within
current guidelines [4].

dental pain offers improved treatment options to clinicians and their
patients that have not been often utilized until recently. Further
collaboration between ED or UCC providers and dentists on painful
dental conditions should be welcomed by interested parties and
facilitated by emerging telemedicine options. Management of acute
dental pain through improved communication and collaboration is
an easy, effective strategy that can reduce the numbers of opioid drugs
in circulation. In addition, if both medical providers and dentists
adhere to current guidelines, more effective and judicious use of
antibiotics may follow.

Possible Solutions
The healthcare system in the United States has become increasingly
complicated and difficult to navigate. This complexity reinforces the
need for collaboration across health professions, Interprofessional
Education (IPE) and team-based care [5]. IPE is defined as “when
two or more professions learn about, from, and with each other to
enable effective collaboration and improve health outcomes” [5].
Incorporating the “Quadruple Aim” approach to healthcare is
paramount for this process, whereby health outcomes are improved
by concurrently addressing population health, patient experience,
costs, and provider wellness [6]. Achieving the “Quadruple Aim”
requires intentional education and training across professions.
Increasing evidence demonstrates that IPE and team-based education
has a favorable effect on attitudes, knowledge, and skills and can even
positively influence professional practice and clinical outcomes [7].
With ED clinicians and dentists collaborating, perhaps the number
of prescribed opioid analgesic drugs could be reduced and the more
effective use of antibiotics could be embraced for the management of
acute dental pain.
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